Model Inputs
ComEd uses Integral Analytics’ DSMore software to conduct its cost-effectiveness
testing. This software, which is an add-on to Microsoft Excel, uses a variety of data
inputs to perform multiple analyses. The following data is used:
Avoided energy cost: In January 2013, ComEd provided a three-year price strip of
hourly energy supply costs to Integral Analytics (IA). This forecast was developed by
Northbridge, and uses energy future prices for the Northern Illinois Hub. Since these
futures prices are only for monthly fixed block, on-peak or off-peak times, the prices are
“shaped” by applying historical hourly price profiles to them; the resulting price profile
more appropriately represents the expected hourly variations that occur in the dayahead and real-time markets. ComEd provides this data, along with at least one year of
hourly load data for each of ten customer classes, to IA. IA takes this data, along with
33 years of historic weather data for the Chicago-O’Hare weather station and develops
class-based GARCH models, which become the basis for avoided energy cost
calculations in the DSMore software.
This profile development is completed every three years. Annually, on or around June 1
of each year, ComEd re-calibrates the cost model by obtaining new future prices from
NYMEX for the Northern Illinois Hub and calculating an ATC cost. Page 4 shows the
derivation of the current ATC price.
Carbon adder: The Illinois TRC test requires ComEd to include “reasonable estimates
… of financial costs likely to be imposed by future regulations and legislation on
emissions of greenhouse gases.” (20 ILCS 3855/1-10). For 2016, the Energy
Information Administration (“EIA”) evaluated the impacts of carbon regulation attributed
to the EPA’s Clean Power Plan (“CPP”) on future energy prices as part of its Annual
Energy Outlook (“AEO”) Reference Case; this approach reflects the effect that the CPP
would have on power plant construction, retirements and dispatch over time. ComEd
believes the AEO Reference case represents a reasonable estimate of the impacts of
emissions regulations on the cost of energy. The impacts of the CPP is included in the
escalator values as described below.
Avoided capacity cost: ComEd is a member of PJM Interconnect, and its costs for
capacity are based on the Reliability Pricing Model (RPM); that is, PJM’s forward
capacity market. ComEd exists in the ComEd zone within PJM market; this submarket
was established by PJM for the first time in 2014, which means that there are potentially
binding transmission constraints that would limit PJM’s ability to import power into the
ComEd zone from other zones; such constraints tend to increase the cost of capacity
within the constrained zone.
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In June 2015, FERC approved PJM’s Capacity Performance (“CP”) modifications to the
capacity market. Where capacity had previously been valued on summer-only
availability, CP is valued on year-round availability. Summer-only, or Base, capacity will
be phased out from the capacity market by June, 2020. ComEd has calculated an
average capacity value based on the percentage of energy efficiency capacity that
qualifies as CP in the Base Residual Auctions and Transitional Auctions that took place
during 2015 and 2016.
Avoided Transmission and Distribution Costs: ComEd conducted an updated
analysis to place a value on the avoidance or deferral of new transmission and
distribution capacity as a result of energy efficiency. The most recent analysis
determined that an avoided T&D cost of $33.32/yr is appropriate for cost-effectiveness
analysis.
Escalation Factors: All of the above values are determined either for one or three
years, based on the time horizon for which market data is available. Since most energy
efficiency measures have lives that will exceed this limited time horizon, ComEd relies
on price forecasts from EIA to derive escalation factors over the remainder of the 25year time horizon that DSMore uses. These factors are taken from the 2016 AEO report
for the East North Central region of the country, and reflect the average retail price
forecast for all customers. For 2016, the EIA’s Reference Case (the primary forecast
that is used for policy-making) assumes that the CPP will become effective per the
timeline established in the EPA’s final rule, and it further assumes that a mass-based
approach to compliance, using regional trading markets, will be used by most states for
compliance. Pages 5-6 show the derivation of the current energy and capacity
escalators.
Since the AEO values are provided in constant dollars, ComEd applies an inflation
adjustment to these factors. This adjustment is derived annually by using the real and
nominal 20-year yields from the U.S. Treasury web site.
Distribution losses: Since all avoided costs are based on “busbar” energy and
capacity, DSMore uses distribution loss factors to take the measure savings and
convert them to busbar values. In the past, ComEd relied exclusively on its Distribution
Loss studies which are prepared in support of rate cases. These studies determine the
average annual losses as a percentage of load, as well as the peak loss value. Based
on guidance from NRDC, ComEd has conducted some empirical analyses to assess the
marginal losses associated with energy efficiency. This type of analysis is rooted in the
expectations that, since a significant fraction of distribution losses are non-linear (I2R
losses), reducing the load on a given feeder, transformer or substation will reduce
distribution losses for the remaining load. ComEd’s Capacity Planning department
conducted a few scenario analyses using CYME power calculation software from
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Cooper Technologies. CYME can provide an 8,760 hour analysis using actual feeder
data that has been collected through SCADA. These scenarios were limited to three
individual feeders due to the complexity involved in modeling systems through CYME.
The results of these analyses showed marginal/average loss ratios ranging from 0.9 to
2.1, with an averaged value around 1.65. This value was extrapolated to the remaining
distribution system to arrive at a new value of 9.24% marginal distribution loss.
Unlike distribution losses, transmission losses are based solely on the average loss
factors; this is due to the way the transmission system is managed by PJM – there is a
substantial amount of non-native load on this system; as a result we see transmission
peaks that do not coincide with distribution peak loads. This is likely due to available
transmission capacity being recaptured to route power into and out of the ComEd zone
of PJM. In other words, any reduction in transmission load due to energy efficiency
would likely be repurposed for other revenue-generating power movement. While
inclusion of average losses is needed to convert customer savings to busbar avoided
costs, marginal losses at the transmission level would likely lead to an overstatement of
avoided costs. We used the average loss factor of 1.78% for transmission losses.
The combined T&D loss factor is 9.24% plus 1.78%, or 11.02%.
Peak T&D loss ratio:
The 2011 Distribution loss study identified a peak T&D loss value of 14.46%, and an
average loss value of 7.38%. The ratio of these two factors is 1.96, which represents
the peak T&D loss ratio to be used by DSMore. We assume that this ratio contribution
is equally applicable to marginal losses. Since DSMore does not allow direct entry of a
peak T&D loss factor for avoided capacity cost purposes, ComEd treats the 1.96 ratio
as a multiplier against the avoided capacity cost in its model.
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